Course title: NATO – Russia Relations and Baltic States’ Defence Policy

Course code

Branch of science: Political Science
Sub-branch of science: Political Science

Credit points: 2
ECTS credit points: 3

Total number of contact hours: 32
Number of hours for lectures: 32
Number of hours for seminars and practical tasks:
Number of hours for laboratory assignments:
Number of hours allocated to term paper:

Course developers:
Dmitrijs Oļehnovičs, Mg.hist, Lecturer of the Department of History of Daugavpils University

Preliminary knowledge (course title, part of programme, in which the course is to be acquired):
None

Course abstract:
The study course aims to discuss the relations between NATO, the Russian Federation and the Baltic states in the 21st century, as well as to consider contemporary topicalities in the East European defence policy. During the implementation of the study course the basic issues in mutual relations between Russia and NATO are analysed by projecting them to the place and role of the Baltic states in the context of defence policy in Europe and the world.

Learning outcomes:
The students develop their academic competence:
- know and appropriately use political and military terminology;
- demonstrate their knowledge of regularities of socio-political processes;
- understand and are able to explain the mutual interaction of political processes in functioning of social and defence processes.
Students develop their skills to apply their **academic competence in practical activity:**
- demonstrate skills in finding and selecting information, its analysis and comparison, as well as its use in the analysis of a definite situation, argumentative discussion;
- demonstrate skills to select study materials and are aware of the basic principles of their use.

Students develop their skills to use their **academic competence in value-oriented action:**
- demonstrate critical understanding of the transformations in the treatment of the history of Baltic States under the influence of political regimes and are able to discuss controversial issues in the relations and the history of NATO, Russia and the Baltic States.

**During the implementation** of the study course the students:
- prove their knowledge on the world and regional defence policy;
- are able to independently find information necessary for the analysis of a definite situation, paying particular attention to possibilities and restrictions of its analysis and use;
- become aware of the topical issues in political science and the global real policy;
- are able to analytically and critically discuss processes of international and regional policies by considering the topicalities of contemporary defence policy;
- are aware of external and internal influencing factors of foreign policy and internal politics;
- are able to express and defend their own findings by using academic and other sources;
- are able to discuss the alternatives of state development, personality pole in politics and the place of an individual in a political process.

**Course content:**


## Course plan:

Lectures – 32 acad. hours.

### Lecture topics:

1. Introduction to political science. Fundamentals of military and defence policy. Terminology topicalities.
2. The notion of safety / defence and its dimensions. Terminological transformation. Understanding of the notion “defence” in the space of the Baltics nowadays.
5. The way of the Baltic States’ to NATO. Transformation problems.
6. The transformation of the Russian Federation military policy from demilitarization to “getting up from the knees”. Munich Summit.
7. Russian – NATO relations after 2001. The new course of NATO.
8. Participation of the Baltic defence forces in NATO operations, as well as in Iraq. The reaction of Russia.
12. NATO’s reaction to the events in Ukraine. Society polarization in the Baltic States.
13. Is there any possibility for “Latgale / Vilnius / Narva people’s republics”? Arguments pro and contra.
14. Hybrid war, its notion. The policy of the Baltic States in combating the hybrid war.
15. NATO soldiers in the Baltic States and the reaction of Russia. The transformation of Baltic States’ armies after 2014. Problems and solutions.

### Requirements for awarding credit points:

Participation in lectures – 30 %, graded test at the end of the semester – 70%

### Compulsory reading:

1. Ensuring Deterrence against Russia: The View from NATO’s Front-Line States / https://us.boell.org/sites/default/files/ensuring-deterrence-against-russia.pdf
4. Kramer, M. “NATO, the Baltic States and Russia: A Framework for Sustainable Enlargement” International Affairs Royal Institute of International Affairs 1944-. Vol. 78, No. 4

**Further reading:**


**Periodicals and other sources:**

- https://www.rand.org
- http://foreignpolicy.com/
- https://www.baltictimes.com
- http://www.nato.int

**Remarks:**

**To which study programmes and their parts (A, B, C, D) this course belongs:**

Part C.